Photoluminescent Signs Systems by WL Concepts
Glow in the Dark Signage & Markings

WL Concepts offers you photoluminescent signs in compliance with U.S. codes and standards, plus custom-made signage with your desired texts and graphics.

Photoluminescent signage and exit path markings in the emergency exit staircases helped building occupants evacuate during the 9/11 events and have become a requirement in high-rise building staircases in many cities and states nationwide since.

New York City requires MEA (Materials and Equipment Acceptance) listed photoluminescent signs and markings on steps, landings, handrails and obstacles in high-rise building emergency staircases.


WL Concepts can provide you both NYC MEA-listed photoluminescent materials, plus supply you UL1994-listed photoluminescent signs and markings for your U.S. wide marking needs.

**WL Concepts offers Glow in the Dark Solutions for**

- Exit Path Marking
- Stair Nosing
- Handrails
- Exits Signs
- Kick Plates
- Fire Extinguisher Marking
- Door Handles
- Perimeter Marking
- Custom Glow Signage
- Elevator Marking

WL Concepts is proud to use Permalight® materials in the construction of all Photoluminescent Systems.